NRSNG AFFILIATE PROGRAM
NRSNG MISSION
Our mission is to fix the holes left by traditional nursing
education, by simplifying, condensing and clarifying important
nursing concepts, while encouraging and motivating alongside
our growing community.

NRSNG PHILOSOPHY
Our Goal Is to Change Nursing Education Forever.
Yes, that is ambitious . . . but after talking directly to hundreds
of thousands of nursing students all over the world, I have
learned that my experience in nursing school is not unique.
So many students struggle for no reason at all. Yes, nursing
school is hard because there is so much to learn . . . but it
doesn’t have to so complicated in the sense that schools and
some professors are complicating the process.
HERE IS WHAT WE BELIEVE NEEDS TO CHANGE ABOUT NURSING EDUCATION:
Schools must hire professors with a PASSION not burnt out bedside nurses.
Nursing must be taught as a SCIENCE not just an art.
Stop talking about critical thinking . . . and TEACH it.
We must stop teaching mnemonics and start teaching the PROCESS.
Students must be taught how to THINK and not just to follow steps or call a doctor.
Professors should be promoted based on student SUCCESS and not on politics.
Schools need to STOP passings students that are not ready.
Students need more time in CLINICALS with preceptors that care.
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AFFILIATE PROGRAM BASICS
You can sign up to be an affiliate here: https://www.nrsng.com/affiliate-area/
To help us achieve our goal of changing nursing education forever we need to continue to
spread the word about NRSNG! This is where you come in.
We need your help to make sure that everyone has a chance to use our tools.
The BEST part is that you will make money in the process. If you bring a sale to us you get a
percent of the purchase.

AFFILIATE SUCCESS STORY
Ashley Adkins (YouTube: @ashleylh24)
“Being an NRSNG affiliate has been an amazing experience. What started off as a "side hobby"
has grown into almost half of my income source.
Each month with NRSNG has been more successful than the prior. My NRSNG income has
allowed me to have money to do whatever I want; whether that's saving a bit extra each month,
going on a fun trip, or investing it back into my own business.
NRSNG has created a great brand name that has ingrained itself into the nursing world. I trust
NRSNG with my followers because they are a reputable and well-respected brand. I know that
if I send my followers to them, that they will have a positive outcome.
Lastly, I owe my success as an NRSNG affiliate to a few things. One, consistency in sharing the
brand with my followers. And two, sharing products that I know are already proven to be
successful. Becoming an NRSNG affiliate just made sense, because it already fit in with
everything I was already doing. It may sound dramatic, but NRSNG changed my life for the
better.”
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NRSNG ACADEMY

So here is what we have to offer! Our NRSNG Academy will help you do well in school, pass
the NCELX, and become a great nurse.
But, how do we do that?
First, we break it down so that you will understand not just memorize. Understanding is the
key to critical thinking, and we will help you master those difficult concepts!
Second, we provide learning tools that are good for all different learning modalities: video,
audio, books, cheatsheets, mnemonics, flashcards, image database, practice questions...
And we have it all! If you are struggling, we are here to help. Here are all the tools you
get with us:
Courses: Pharmacology, lab values, ekg, cardiac, med surg, ob, peds, mental health,
fundamentals, test taking
Simclex: Simulation test that mimics the features of the nclex
Nursing practice questions:Thousands of practice questions that can be sorted by category
Flashcards: 500+ electronic flashcards
Image and Audio database
Exclusive cheatsheets
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NRSNG ACADEMY STUDENT
SUCCESS STORIES
Now here is why our users think we are the best!
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